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Math Word Problems (MWPs)

● A Mathematical word problem 
(MWP) is a mathematical problem 
expressed in natural language and it 
requires problem solving ability.

● MWP should provide clues to the 
correct equation with numerical 
quantities and variables.

e.g. The sum of two numbers is 18 
and their difference is 4, what are 
the two numbers?



● Algebraic MWPs are a major component in elementary Mathematics, and provide 
the problem-solving ability that is essential for every student. 

● However, most students face difficulties in solving MWPs related to algebra[9]. 

● The most effective way to overcome this problem is to provide the students 
with lots of algebraic problems and simple multiple MWP to work on. 

● MWPs Generation is a time-consuming task for teachers and tutors.

Why MWP?



Research Objectives

● Evaluate the performance of monolingual and multilingual pre-trained language 
models for auto-regressive MWP generation under different constraints
❏ The amount of language specific pre-trained data
❏ Amount of fine-tuning data
❏ Length of the seed
❏ Type of the MWP

● Create a multi-parallel dataset (English, Tamil, Sinhala) of MWPs 



● Question rewriting[13]

● Template-based generation[5]

● Text generation with Neural Networks[14]

○ Multilingual elementary level MWPs 
generation using character-level LSTMs[1]

Previous Work



Dataset

Dataset Size Languages Example

Simple MWPs[2] 3160 English, Sinhala 
and Tamil

Kamal has 16 marbles and 
Nimal has 12 less marbles than 
Kamal. How many marbles 
does Nimal have?

Algebraic MWPs[2] 4210 English, Sinhala 
and Tamil

The sum of two numbers is 38. 
their difference is 12. what are 
the two numbers?



Dataset Evaluation

● 200 translated MWPs along with the original 
English questions were selected for the 
evaluation.

● Rated the translated version with respect 
to adequacy and fluency



Methodology

Tasks Models Description

Pre-trained models vs 

Baseline[2]

GPT2 , T5, 
BART, mT5 and 

mBART

Determined whether fine-tuning the 
pre-trained models is better than the 
selected RNN baseline[2].

Effect of Fine-tuning Dataset 

Size

GPT2 , T5, 
BART, mT5 and 

mBART

Analyzed how the quality of the 
results varies with different 
fine-tuning dataset sizes.

Models were fine-tuned for 20 epochs with 16 batch size and 1e-4 
learning rate.



Methodology

Tasks Models Description

Effect of Pre-training Dataset 

Size
GPT2 , T5, BART, 
mT5 and mBART

Observed the results and analyzed 
with pre-trained dataset size from 
each models.

Effect of the Context of MWPs mT5 and mBART
Trained the models with
One dataset type, and tested with 
the other.

Models were fine-tuned for 20 epochs with 16 batch size and 1e-4 
learning rate.



Methodology

Tasks Models Description

Zero-shot MWP Generation mT5 and mBART
Analyzed how small amounts of 
fine-tuning data, affect for text 
generation.

Effect of Seed Length mT5 and mBART
Analyzed how the quality of the 
results varies with different 
fine-tuning dataset sizes.

Models were fine-tuned for 20 epochs with 16 batch size and 1e-4 
learning rate.



Methodology

Tasks Models Description

Human Evaluation -

Analyzed the types of errors in 
MWP generation and Identified the 
actual utility of the generated 
questions

whether it is more effective for a 
tutor to correct a generated 
question, rather than generating a 
question from scratch



Results & Evaluation



Pre-trained models vs Baseline

All our models outperform the baseline 
by a significant margin (even when 
using just the quarter seed)



Effect of Fine-tuning Dataset Size



Effect of Fine-tuning Dataset Size - Discussion

The performance of all the models drop when the 
fine-tuning dataset size drops
   English text generation, 
● Both sequence-to-sequence models outperform 

GPT-2.
● T5 outperforms BART.
● mBART and mT5 lag behind their monolingual 

counterparts.
   For multilingual models, 
● mBART outperforms mT5 in all the cases except for 

one case



Effect of Pre-training Dataset Size

● Always English has the highest result, 
followed by Tamil, and then Sinhala.

● This could be due to the amount of 
pre-trained data in the models



Effect of the Context of MWPs

Substantial drop in the results, when the 
models are fine-tuned with the other 
dataset



Zero-shot MWP Generation

● All the models fail on zero-shot text 
generation.

● Generated sentences are not 
questions but more like stories.

● The performance increases by a 
significant margin, When fine-tuned 
with just 100 data samples.

● A decent result can be expected,Even 
with a very small training dataset.



Effect of Seed Length

The quality of the generated text goes up 
when the seed length increases. Even 10% 
of the seed is enough to provide an 
acceptable result.



Human Evaluation



Generated Questions - Algebraic 

Model Generated MWPs

Reference
The sum of two numbers is 56, their difference is 22,Find the larger 
number.

Baseline
The sum of two numbers is 12. their differenct are the two 
consecutive integers if the sum of the second integers is 10.



Generated Questions - Algebraic

Model Generated MWPs

GPT2
The sum of two numbers is 76, the second is 8 more than
3 times first, what are these 2 numbers?

BART
The sum of two numbers is 60. three times the smaller number
minus twice the larger number is 56. Find the larger number.

T5
The sum of two numbers is 91. the larger number is 1 more
than 4 times the smaller number. Find the numbers?



Generated Questions - Algebraic

Model Generated MWPs

mBART (Sinhala) 150 ක එකතුවක් ඇති අඛණ්ඩ සංඛ් යා තුනක් ෙසායා ගන්න.

mBART (Tamil)

ேசஹனும் சரித்தும் ஒரு ெதாழிற்சாைல ைவத்திருக்கிறார்கள். 
ெசஹான் 600 பங்குகைளயும், நிமல் 1600 பங்குகைளயும் 
வாங்கினர். நிமைல விட கமல் எத்தைன குைறவான 
பங்குகைள வாங்கினார்?



Conclusion

● Evaluated several multilingual and monolingual pre-trained models for the task 
of MWP generation considering four factors 

- the amount of language specific pre-trained data
- amount of fine-tuning data
- length of the seed
- type of the MWP
  

● Presented a multi-way parallel dataset for MWP evaluation, which includes two 
languages underrepresented in these pre-trained models



THANK YOU!
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